We design a quantum spin heat engine and refrigerator using spin polarized ballistic modes generated in a strained graphene monolayer doped with a magnetic impurity. We observe remarkably large efficiency and gigantic thermoelectric figure of merit both for the charge as well as spin variants of the heat engine. Further, we probe the device as a refrigerator and get excellent numbers for the coefficient of performance as well. This suggests the use of this device as a highly efficient heat engine and refrigerator for charge as well as spin based transport. Finally, we show that a pure spin current can be transported in our device in absence of any charge current.
I. INTRODUCTION
The efficacy of quantum heat engines(QHE) at the nanoscale has been made more than obvious in the past half decade [1] . From being useful in schemes for removal of excess heat in nanosystems to novel nano heat engines which produce huge amounts of power they have been one of the most productive areas of research [2] . Graphene as a thermoelectric material has a very small thermoelectric figure of merit ZT around 0.1-0.01, which is much smaller than the most efficient thermoelectric material Bi 2 Te 3 , see Refs. [3, 4] . This is due to its large thermal conductance and absence of any band gap. In some recent works, a moderate improvement of the thermoelectric figure of merit ZT is noticed in graphene based systems. This improved thermoelectric figure of merit ZT of around 2.5-3 has been observed in 2D graphene systems with disorder [5, 6] or isotopes [6] or nanopores [7] or by nano-patterning the graphene surface [3] . This thermoelectric figure of merit observed in 2D graphene system is still smaller than that of the heat engine based on spin wave ferromagnetic system, see Ref. [2] . In this work we prescribe a recipe to design a quantum spin heat engine(QSHE) and refrigerator using spin polarized ballistic modes in strained graphene. We find giant thermoelectric factors of around 50 for both charge as well as spin transport. There have been a few papers on marrying spin transport into heat engines, mention may be made of Ref. [2] wherein both the spin as well as charge thermoelectric factors are calculated along with the power and efficiency of both charge as well as spin heat engines. In Ref. [8] the spin and charge thermoelectric figure of merits for a ferromagnetic graphene based QHE is calculated. Finally, in Ref. [9] the authors calculate the thermoelectric figure of merit as well as power output in a graphene based heat engine with spin polarized edge modes. In Ref. [9] it is mentioned that a giant thermoelectric figure of merit (around 3) is obtained in their device. We in this work demonstrate a charge thermoelectric figure of merit 10-20 times the number obtained in Ref. [9] . The giant thermoelectric figure of merit for charge is not unique to our case in Ref. [2] also a thermoelectric figure of merit of around 100 is * colin.nano@gmail.com shown. However, what is unique to our work is that the same graphene based heat engine under strain and doped with a magnetic impurity can work as a highly efficient charge as well as spin heat engine with giant thermoelectric figure of merits for not only charge but also spin. We also show that our device generates a charge power almost twice than what is seen in it's closest competitor, see Ref. [9] . Further, our QSHE device exhibits excellent characteristics(coefficient of performance) when used as a charge or spin refrigerator.
In our work, we have shown that a huge charge/spin thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT ch/sp ) is observed in a graphene system in presence of strain and a magnetic impurity. In Refs. [8, 9] , which are based on a graphene system, this huge charge/spin thermoelectric figure of merit is not observed. In Ref. [2] , a large charge thermoelectric figure of merit is observed, but it's not a graphene based system but a ferromagnetic system. The reason we aim to design a quantum spin heat engine(QSHE) in graphene is that the prospect for the device realization of a graphene based quantum heat engine is high. Since in graphene, electronic transport can be very easily tuned by a gate voltage alone. Further, in Ref. [2] , spin thermoelectric figure of merit is not discussed, only a figure of merit related to spin Seebeck power conversion is shown, which are different things. The huge ZT sp seen in our work is not seen in any (graphene/non-graphene) system till date. Our model can work as a quantum refrigerator as well with huge charge/spin co-efficient of performances(COP), this is also exclusive to our work. In Ref. [10] , it is demonstrated that a quantum dot heat engine, coupled to two ferromagnetic metals and a ferromagnetic insulator, can convert heat to spin polarized charge current as well as pure spin current depending on the spin orientation directions of the two ferromagnetic metal reservoirs. In our model graphene QSHE too, by optimizing the parameters, heat can be converted to a spin polarized charge current as well as a pure spin current similar to Ref. [10] . We don't stop at charge and spin based heat engines alone we extend our work to the calculation of the coefficient of performance of the charge and spin based refrigerators based on the same graphene based system. Herein also we observe large coefficient of performance of our system in both charge as well as spin domains.
The manuscript is arranged as follows in section II we delve into the theory needed to understand the quantum spin heat engine. Next in section III we introduce our model which conarXiv:1707.07159v2 [cond-mat.mes-hall] 9 Dec 2017 A Spin Seebeck coefficient II THEORY OF THE QUANTUM SPIN HEAT ENGINE AND REFRIGERATOR sists of a strained mono-layer of graphene embedded with a magnetic impurity. In section IV we discuss the results of our work with a few plots of the spin and charge Seebeck coefficients, of the charge/spin thermoelectric factors and of the efficiency and power of our model spin heat engine and refrigerator. We conclude with an experimental realization of our proposed device in section V along with a table which compares the spin/charge efficiency and spin/charge thermoelectric factors of our system with that of some other proposals in section VI.
II. THEORY OF THE QUANTUM SPIN HEAT ENGINE AND REFRIGERATOR

A. Spin Seebeck coefficient
The aim of our work as stated in the introduction is to design a quantum spin heat engine and refrigerator using a strained graphene layer embedded with a magnetic impurity. It goes without saying that our device acts as a quantum charge heat engine too. For this we begin by defining the thermoelectric properties of our graphene system in the linear transport regime-the electric and heat currents are linearly proportional to the applied biases be it electric or thermal. As is well known electrons in graphene can be both valley (K/K ) polarized as well as spin (↑ / ↓) polarized [11, 12] . The linear dependencies can be expressed as follows [8, 13, 14 ]-
where j v s and j q,v s are the electric and heat currents for spin s electrons (s ∈ ↑, ↓) respectively, and v is for K/K valley, L i j with i, j ∈ 1, 2 represents the Onsager coefficients for a two terminal thermo-electric system. The electric response due to a finite temperature difference ∆T across the graphene layer is denoted as the Seebeck coefficient while the heat current generated due to the applied bias voltage E across graphene layer is denoted as Peltier coefficient. Using Eq. (1) these aforesaid coefficients can be expressed as-
Due to the additional spin(s) and valley(ν) degrees of freedom for electrons in graphene the charge(S ν ch ) and spin Seebeck(S ν sp ) and Peltier coefficients(P ν ch , P ν sp ) for any valley
The sum over both valleys (K and K ) gives the total charge/spin Seebeck and Peltier co-efficients-
To simplify matters, the Onsager co-efficient matrix in Eq. (1), relating electric and heat currents to temperature difference and applied electric bias, can be rewritten as follows [8, 15, 16] 
with,
herein G 0 = (e 2 / )(W /π 2 ), with W being the width of
s is conductance of graphene electrons with spin s, in valley v [16] . φ is the angle at which the electron is incident, ε is the energy of the electron, f is the Fermi-Dirac distribution, µ is the Fermi energy and T ν s (ε, φ) is the transmission probability for spin s electrons through strained graphene for valley ν. To calculate the Onsager coefficients L i j,ν s in Eq. (1), one first has to calculate the transmission probability T ν s (ε, φ) and then after calculating the Onsager coefficients L i j,v s in Eq. (1), we calculate efficiency and power of our quantum spin heat engine. To do that we need to write the response matrix in terms of electric charge(J ch ) and spin(J sp ) currents as well as heat current (J Q ), which can be calculated from Eq. (1) by using the relations-
In the above Eq.(9), E is the applied electric field while the spin voltage applied E sp = 0 in our system. Here we have summed the contribution of two valleys such that the total electric charge conductance G ch = G ↑ + G ↓ and spin conductance G sp = |G ch P|, with G s = ∑ v G v s and S s = 1 2 ∑ v S v s with s =↑, ↓, S ch and S sp are the charge and spin Seebeck co-efficients respectively, P is the polarization of spin conductance while P is the polarization of the product of Seebeck coefficient and conductance [1, 2] which are defined as follows:
Similarly S sp = S ch P . The spin polarization also affects the thermal conductance which are defined as-
with κ being the thermal conductivity in absence of any electrical charge or spin conductivity [2] , defined as-
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s as in Eq. (1).
B. Efficiency and power of quantum spin heat engine
The charge(spin) power [13] defined as usual as the product of electric current and volatge applied then can be written as-
The above equation is maximized by
∆T , which gives maximum power as-
The efficiency at maximum power is defined as the ratio of maximum power to the heat current transported and can be derived as follows [13] -
∆T , which is the condition for maximum power. Herein, η c is the Carnot efficiency defined by ∆T T and ZT | ch/sp is the figure of merit, a dimensionless quantity, defined as-
Similarly, efficiency η can be written as [13] -
To calculate maximal efficiency for the charge transported we need to calculate 
Similarly, to calculate the maximal efficiency for spin transport we need to calculate dη sp dE = 0 in Eq. (21) , this again with the condition J Q > 0, gives-
After determining the expressions for the quantities (both charge as well as spin) like Seebeck coefficient, Thermoelectric figure of merit, maximum power output and efficiency of respective heat engines at maximum power, we plot them in section IV. We also discuss and analyze the aforesaid plots in the same section.
C. Coefficient of Performance of quantum charge/spin refrigerator
To use our model as a quantum refrigerator, we have to find the coefficient of performance of our system. The co-efficient of performance of the refrigerator is defined by the ratio of heat current extracted from the hot reservoir to the electrical power P , such as for charge transport [17] -
which is maximum (considering J Q < 0 and P ch < 0) for -
where η r c = T ∆T is the efficiency of an ideal refrigerator. The reason we have the condition J Q < 0, P ch < 0 while deriving η r,max ch is because we intend to use it as a refrigerator. A refrigerator to describe it crudely converts work done to heat (J Q < 0) or for a refrigerator work is done on the refrigerator system and it results in lowering of temperature and transfer of heat to environment, this is opposite to what a heat engine does for which J Q > 0. Similarly we can design the coefficient of performance of a spin dependent refrigerator via the ratio of heat current extracted to spin power supplied, (27) which is again maximum (considering J Q < 0 and P sp < 0) for-
and, η r,max sp
Normal Strained of merit [13] . This is the advantage of multiterminal quantum heat engine systems with time reversal symmetry preserved, these systems can be converted to work as a refrigerator with larger COP than multi-terminal quantum heat engine systems with broken TR symmetry. Since our quantum heat engine system is a two terminal system, it always conserves the TR symmetry due to current conservation, see Ref. [18] and thus works as a highly efficient refrigerator with large COP.
III. MODEL
A. Hamiltonian
A graphene sheet is lying in the x-y plane, a strain is applied to the region 0 < x < L, see Fig. 1 , with a magnetic impurity at x = 0. The in-plane uniaxial strain impacts the hopping between nearest neighbors and is generally delineated via a gauge vector which takes opposing signs in the two valleys (K and K ) of graphene [30] . In the Landau gauge, the vector potential corresponding to the strain is A = (0, A y ). The system is then defined by the Hamiltonian-
with better understanding of our model we have compared our delta potential magnetic impurity with a rectangular potential barrier magnetic impurity in Fig. 2 . There is a single magnetic impurity located along the line x = 0. A solid black color line is shown at x = 0 in Fig. 2(a) . The magnetic impurity is lying along this line. The magnetic impurity is modeled as a delta potential in x−, but is uniform in the y−direction. A magnetic quantum dot doped with few Mn + ions can be thought of as a magnetic impurity, see Refs. [19, 20] . We assume it to have a finite width with a translational invariance in the y−direction.
This can be understood with an analogy to a rectangular potential barrier in graphene. Klein tunneling in graphene is a 2D scattering problem, see Ref. [21] . The Klein setup has a rectangular potential barrier between x = 0 and x = L with translational invariance in the y−direction, as shown in Fig. 2 (c).
The potential barrier affects the transmission of incident particles in the x−direction but doesn't affect the transmission in y−direction because the transmitting particle cannot feel the potential change in the y−direction. As one reduces the length L of the potential barrier, it becomes similar to a delta potential located at x = 0, see Ref. [22] . Similarly, a magnetic impurity can have a finite width between x = 0 and x = L with a translational invariance in the y−direction, as shown in Fig. 2(b) , see Ref. [19] . If one decreases the width L of the impurity, it reduces to a delta function like profile affecting the transmission in the x−direction but not in the y−direction, see Fig. 2 
(a).
All of the electrons passing through the system interact with the impurity. Refs. [11, 12, 19, 20, 26, 27] have a magnetic impurity embedded into a graphene monolayer very similar to us. The analysis as done in Refs. [11, 12, 19] , is used in this work also. In Ref. [19] , a delta potential approximation of a rectangular barrier magnetic impurity in a graphene monolayer
shows that for a range of incident angles from −π/6 to π/6 the difference between the transmissions through delta potential magnetic impurity and that of the rectangular barrier magnetic impurity is quite small. In Ref. [19] too, the delta potential magnetic impurity is an approximation for a magnetic quantum dot with spin.
We consider a magnetic impurity as the prototype of a magnetic quantum dot doped with few Mn + ions, oriented by an external magnetic field and put in a specific state with spin S and spin magnetic moment in z-direction m, see Refs. [19, 20] .
It can be oriented such that only a particular state-defined by S, m is occupied. Two types of scattering can happen: 1. with spin-flip (same S but m → m ± 1) or 2. without spin-flip (same S as well as m) of magnetic impurity. The rest of the states would have zero occupation probability as shown in the analysis of the scattering of electrons due to the magnetic impurity in the next subsection, see also Refs. [11, 12, 19] . [19] ) the transmission through which approximates that of a delta potential magnetic impurity(a) to a great extent. Similarly, a rectangular potential barrier(c) approximates a delta potential(d) in modeling the Klein paradox (see Refs. [21, 22] ).
B. Wave functions and boundary conditions
To calculate the transmission probability and from it the Onsager coefficients and the thermoelectric factors we consider a spin-up electron with energy E incident at the strained graphene interface at x = 0 at an incident angle φ . At the interface itself we also have a magnetic impurity. The incident electron thus can be scattered due to the strained region. Further, its spin can also be affected because of the magnetic impurity. The incident electron thus can be scattered as a spin up or down electron depending on the spin and magnetic moment of the magnetic impurity. The wave function for A-sublattice in each region (normal and strained) for K-valley can be written as:
and for x > L-
The x component of the wave-vector in strained region is 2 , whereas in the normal region q x is substituted with k x , wherein k x = E cos φ/ v F , and the phase factor in strained region is given by tan θ = (k y − t)/q x . χ m is the eigen state of z−component of spin operator of magnetic impurity S z with S z χ m = mχ m , m being the corresponding eigen-value. The spin flipping mechanism is considered elastic and the sum of the z−components of the spin magnetic moment of impurity(m) and of electron(m = ±1/2), i.e., M = m + m remains conserved before and after spin-flip scattering. Following Ref. [36] , one obtains the boundary conditions at x = 0:
and
and at x = L as-
The spin flip process is attributed to the interaction between the spin of electron (s) and the spin of magnetic impurity (S), S ± = S x ± iS y , where S + and S − are the spin raising and spin lowering operators for magnetic impurity, and s ± = s x ± is y are the same for electrons. After substituting the wave functions (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) in Eqs. (36) (37) (38) (39) , at
and at x = L we get- 
In the above equations α = J/(4 v f ). Eqs. (40)- (47) magnetic impurity. We see that though different magnetic orientations have no effect on the charge conductance, the spin conductance increases as the magnitude of m increases, but it is unaffected by the direction of m. Decreasing the spin magnetic moment m of the magnetic impurity reduces the transmission probability of spin up electrons, but increases the transmission probability for spin down electrons. The total charge conductance remains unaffected by the changing m, but the spin conductance increases as the difference between spin up current and spin down current increases. Similar effects on the charge/spin conductances are observed when the exchange interaction J is altered. In Fig. 3 (c) we see that the charge conductance is almost constant as function of the exchange interaction (J), however the spin conductance increases as shown in Fig. 3 (d) .
If an electron is incident at the interface of strained and unstrained region, it is refracted to the strained region with a refraction angle θ = tan −1 (k y − t)/q x in K valley. So, if one increases the strain t, electrons with incident angle 0 to π/2 will refract close to the normal to the interface between the two regions and thus their transmission probability increases, but electrons with incident angle 0 to (−π/2) will refract away from the normal to interface reducing the transmission probability more and thus reducing the overall transmission (after integrating over incident angle φ) in the the K valley. In the K valley, the electrons refract in the opposite direction to that of the K valley with a refraction angle θ = tan −1 (k y + t)/q x , but overall transmission probability (after integrating over incident angle φ) reduces with strain and is always equal to the K valley unless a magnetic field is applied at the interface to create a valley polarization, see Ref. [24] . Increasing strain decreases both the charge as well as spin conductances. Similar to Fig. 3, in Fig. 4 we see the effect of the orientation of the magnetic impurity in z− direction (m) and strain on the charge and spin Seebeck coefficients.
In Figs. 4 (a) and (b) we see that impurity orientation m has no effect on the charge Seebeck coefficient, but it has a huge impact on the spin Seebeck coefficient. In Fig. 4 (c) and (d) we see that charge and spin Seebeck coefficients both increase with increasing strain, which is opposite to the effect on charge and spin conductances. This can be understood as follows-A bandgap in a nanostructured material can increase the Seebeck coefficient significantly. In graphene, due to its gapless bandstructure the Seebeck coefficient is very small, see Ref. [16] . Applying strain in a graphene device can shift the Dirac points in opposite direction by opening a conduction gap without opening a bandgap. This conduction gap increases with increasing strain and so also the charge/spin Seebeck coefficients.
From Fig. 4 (b) , it's evident that spin Seebeck coefficient depends on the sign (orientation) of the magnetic impurity m, i.e., S sp | m = −S sp | −m , unlike the spin conductance which is independent, since G sp = |G ↑ − G ↓ |. In Fig. 5(a) we see that exchange interaction strength J has no effect on charge Seebeck coefficient S ch at zero strain, while the spin Seebeck coefficient S sp increases with J, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . In presence of strain, the effect of J on S ch is negligible. One thing to note in Figs. 4 and 5 is that both spin as well as charge Seebeck coefficients are anti-symmetric as function of Fermi energy (E F ), i.e., S ch/sp (E F ) = −S ch/sp (−E F ) at zero strain. In presence of finite strain while S ch (E F ) = −S ch (−E F ), S sp has no symmetry with respect to sign reversal of Fermi energy, in effect change of charge carriers from electrons to holes. All this is in contrast to the spin and charge conductances which are symmetric, G ch/sp (E F ) = G ch/sp (−E F ), to reversal of charge carriers.
The sign change seen in Fig. 5(a) for the charge Seebeck coefficient S ch near the charge neutrality point or Dirac point is because the charge carriers switch from electrons to holes. The origin of second peak in Fig. 5(c) is solely strain. On the other hand the first peak seen in Fig. 5(c) which appears close to the Dirac point is due to the asymmetric contribution to the Seebeck current from electrons and holes, which arises due to the unique energy dependent density of states of graphene. The first peak is always present in graphene even in absence of strain, see Figs. 5(a) and (b) and Ref. [42] . In presence of strain, in addition to this unique energy dependent density of states of graphene, an asymmetry is created in the transmission probability as function of energy and that gives rise to the second peak in Fig. 5(c) . See also Ref. [33] , where a similar peak is observed due to strain in graphene. It should be noted that the position of the first peak is always fixed, i.e., close to the Dirac point but changing the parameters like length of the strained region one can change the position of the second peak and thus these two peaks may merge to form a single large peak, see Figs. 4(c) and (d) which in turn leads to large power and efficiency. It is to be noted from Figs. 5 (c) and (d) that at the Dirac point the charge Seebeck coefficient is exactly zero, while the spin Seebeck coefficient is finite, leading to the generation of pure spin current within the system due to temperature difference only. In large spin S of the magnetic impurity on the charge/spin conductances and Seebeck coefficients. In Fig. 6 (a) , we see that the charge conductance is not affected much by the high spin state of the magnetic impurity while the spin conductance is maximum when the spin of the magnetic impurity is small, as shown in Fig. 6(b) . In Fig. 6 (c) , we see that the S ch is large for small S−the spin state of the magnetic impurity with the magnetic moment in the z−direction fixed while in Fig. 6 (d) , we see that the spin Seebeck coefficient S sp too is large for small values of S. For this reason, we have used a relatively lower value of spin S = 5/2 of magnetic impurity to get the maximum charge/spin Seebeck coefficient and conductances. Recently, there have been some interesting works on quantum heat engines concentrating on the weakly non-linear regime, see Refs. [23, 25] . In the weakly non-linear regime, the charge Seebeck coefficient can be written as-
and S
where, S ch is the linear contribution to the Seebeck coefficient, same as defined in Eq. (10) above and S 1 ch is the first order correction to the Seebeck coefficient in a two terminal system, i.e., the nonlinear contribution to the Seebeck coefficient. Here, G 11 and G 111 define the charge conduction of the system in the linear and non-linear regime respectively, and L 11 and L 111 define the Seebeck current in the linear and non-linear regime respectively. The terms M 111 and M 121 define the other non-linear contributions, see Refs. [23, 25] . The linear terms G 11 and L 11 are equal to ∑ s L 11 s and ∑ s L 12 s , respectively, i.e., 
If the nonlinear contribution, S 1 ch is much smaller than the linear contribution S ch , then we can neglect the nonlinear contribution. In Fig. 7 , we have compared the nonlinear term S 1 ch to the linear term S ch and found that for our graphene QSHE the linear term is much larger than the nonlinear term, around eight orders of magnitude large. Thus, all the calculations including that of Seebeck coefficient are done in our paper in the linear response regime only. Finally, we have neglected the phonon contribution in our calculations since the phonon contribution to the thermal conductance of graphene is quite small (almost absent) at low temperatures 0 − 30K, see Figs. 2,3 on Ref. [43] and Fig. 5 of Ref. [44] . Beyond 25 − 30K range, the phonon contribution increases linearly with temperature, as shown in Refs. [43, 44] . Thus, the phonon contribution to the thermal conductance can be neglected at the temperature range 20 − 30K discussed in our work.
B. Thermoelectric figure of merit, power and efficiency of quantum charge/spin heat engine
To get large efficiency for our charge and spin heat engines we need a large charge and spin thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT | ch and ZT | sp ). From Eq. (18) we see that charge thermoelectric figure of merit is proportional to the product of square B Thermoelectric figure of merit, power and efficiency of quantum charge/spin heat engine IV RESULTS AND DISCUSSION (b) (a) of the charge Seebeck coefficient S ch and charge conductance G ch , i.e., S 2 ch G ch , while spin thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT | sp ) is proportional to the product of charge and spin Seebeck (S ch and S sp ) coefficients with charge conductance G ch , i.e., S ch S sp G ch = P G ch S 2 ch as in Eq. (19) . In Fig. 8 , charge and spin thermoelectric figure of merits are plotted as function of Fermi energy for various strains. In Fig. 8 (a) we see that charge figure of merit ZT | ch increases with strain, while spin figure of merit ZT sp decreases as shown in Fig. 8 (b) . ZT | ch takes values around 50 which is quite large and similar to those obtained in Ref. 2 . Further, ZT | sp approaches 100 which is completely unheard of. These giant charge and spin thermoelectric factors are crucial for designing highly efficient quantum charge and spin heat engines and are one of the main novelties of this work. According to Eq. 16, this large ZT will give rise to a large efficiency at maximum power, η(P max ch ) = 0.48η C , corresponding to this value of ZT ch the maximum power delivered by our QSHE is 0.02(k b ∆T ) 2 /h, which is quite small. This is the remarkable trade off between power and efficiency in a quantum heat engine, that when efficiency is maximum the corresponding power is minimum. That's why, we choose a set of parameters where power and efficiency both are moderately large to give the optimal performance. With a certain set of parameters, we obtain ZT ∼ 2 for which we get the efficiency at maximum power η maxP = 0.166η C and maximum power delivered ≡ 0.16
, which is a large value compared with some other charge QHE's, see Table 1 (section VI). In Fig. 9 we plot the maximum power for charge heat engine at various strains, we see that there are two peaks in P max ch . The first peak in P max ch (which is proportional to S 2 ch G ch ) is observed when the charge conductance G ch dominates over the charge Seebeck coefficent S ch , which can be seen at strain (t = 50 meV). The second peak appears when the charge Seebeck coefficient S ch dominates over the charge conductance G ch , this can be verified easily because the second peak increases with increasing strain. In Fig. 9(b) we plot both maximum power(P max ch ) and the efficiency at maximum power (η(P max ch )) as function of the Fermi energy (E F ). We see that η(P max ch ) goes to almost 0.2η c , this is also a very large value as compared to other similar heat engines. The efficiency at max- not surprising that we have a highly efficient charge heat engine. Further, we see that the efficiency η(P max ch ) is maximum (0.2η c ) for E F = 18meV but at this Fermi energy the maximum power delivered is around 0.1(k B ∆T ) 2 /h. However, at Fermi energy close to 23.5meV the efficiency although slightly lower at 0.16η c the maximum power output is 0.16(k B ∆T ) 2 /h. We not only need high efficiency but we need to deliver large output power too, balancing these two needs implies operating the charge heat engine at E F = 23.5meV will satisfy both our needs. Similarly, in Fig. 10 we plot the maximum power for spin heat engine for various strains, we see that there are two peaks in P max sp also. The first peak in P max sp (which is proportional
) is observed when the factor
dominates over the spin Seebeck coefficient S sp , which can be seen at strain t = 50meV . The second peak appears when the spin Seebeck coefficient S sp dominates over the factor
, this can be again verified as the second peak increases with increasing strain. In Fig. 10(b) we plot both maximum power(P max sp ) and efficiency at maximum power (η(P max sp )) as function of the Fermi energy (E F ). We see that η(P max sp ) goes to almost 0.15(k B ∆T ) 2 /h. depends on two factors ZT | sp and P . Since in our case ZT | sp takes quite large values its not surprising that we have a highly efficient spin heat engine in addition to a highly efficient charge based one too. Further, we see that the efficiency η(P max sp ) is maximum 0.15η c for E F = 30meV but at this Fermi energy the maximum spin power delivered is around 0.07(k B ∆T ) 2 /h. However, at Fermi energy close to 35meV the efficiency although slightly lower at 0.1η c the maximum spin power output is 0.1(k B ∆T ) 2 /h . As stated before, we not only need high efficiency but we need to deliver large output spin power too balancing these two needs implies that operating the spin heat engine at E F = 35meV will satisfy both our needs.
C. Charge/spin refrigerator: Coefficient of Performance
Finally, we explain the working of our device as a refrigerator. Again, one needs to have a large coefficient of performance as defined in Eq. 26 for the charge refrigerator and in Eq. 28 for the spin refrigerator to work. In Figs. 11(a) and (b) we plot the coefficient of performance at various strains for charge and spin refrigerators respectively. We see that for both charge and spin refrigerators the coefficient of performance increases with strain. In Fig. 11(a) we see that a high coefficient of performance for charge based refrigerator η r,max ch = 0.47η r c is obtained at strain t = 80 meV, which is expected as it depends only on ZT | ch . Similarly in Fig. 11 (b) we see that coefficient of performance (η r,max sp ) for spin based refrigerator too is large 0.9η r c . The reason however is different than that for charge based refrigerator. Here, ZT | sp does not increase with increase in strain, the increase in η r,max sp is because of the decrease of P , see (Eq. 10) with strain. However, one has to note that strain moderates the peaks of ZT | sp , while at lower strains peaks appear in ZT | sp , as strain increases the peaks disappear.
D. Pure spin current
In our graphene QSHE, in presence of bias voltage and temperature difference, a pure spin current can be generated by Figure 12 . charge I ch and spin I sp currents are shown for different parameters than that which works for quantum charge/spin heat engine or refrigerator setups. The parameters are-L = 40nm, T = 30K, J = 232meV − nm, and strain t = 50meV.
optimizing the parameters. If we set the voltage bias E and the temperature difference ∆T such that, the electrical current due to voltage bias and the electrical current generated from temperature difference are exactly equal and opposite to each other then the total charge current will be zero. Though, a finite spin current will be present within the sample, this is the pure spin current. When the total charge current J ch = 0 in Eq. (9), we get E = −S ch ∆T . Substituting this again in the Eq. (9), we get the pure spin current J sp = G ch S ch ∆T (P − P ). If the polarization P of the spin conductance is different from the polarization P of the product of G ch and S ch , then there will be a pure spin current in our device. In Fig. 12 , we see that the charge current generated is zero, while the spin current is finite.
V. EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATION
Our proposal of a quantum heat engine based on a strained monolayer graphene layer doped with a magnetic impurity is experimentally realizable. There are many theoretical, see Ref. [30] which initiated the field of straintronics in graphene and Ref. [40] for a recent review, as well as experimental papers, see Refs. [31, 32] , which deal with uniaxial strain in monolayer graphene system. There should not be much difficulty in realizing strain in a graphene system. In addition, there are theoretical works which deal with effects of magnetic impurities on electronic transport in graphene, see Refs. [11, 19, 20] . In Ref. [19] , it is shown that a delta potential approximation of a rectangular barrier magnetic impurity in graphene can be a very effective model of a magnetic quantum dot(a quantum dot with spin). For a range of incident angles from -π/6 to π/6, it is seen that the difference between the transmissions through delta potential magnetic impurity and that through a rectangular barrier magnetic impurity in graphene is quite small. The graphene based system in Ref. [19] is very similar to our set-up, and the problem too is solved similar to ours, only difference being that there is no strain in Ref. [19] . In Refs. [37, 38] , an extended line defect has been studied in a graphene nanostructure experimentally.
These line defects can be replaced by a magnetic quantum dot doped with Mn + ions to realize a magnetic impurity, see
Refs. [19, 20] . Ref. [20] is an experimental work which shows how doping Mn + ions into semiconductor quantum dots realizes magnetic quantum dots. Further, magnetic quantum dots have been experimentally realized in graphene recently, see Ref. [41] . Since in the aforesaid papers, people have worked on similar systems, thus the applied aspect of our work is evidently realizable. The amount of strain applied in our system is very small. The maximum strain used in our system is 110meV , which is equivalent to 4% strain in graphene. In pristine graphene, maximum 20% strain can be reached without opening a band gap. All the numerical values of different parameters are physically realizable and are used in other works also, see Refs. [11, 16, 30] . 
VI. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVE ON RELATED WORKS
We show in this work that strained graphene layer embedded with a magnetic impurity can act both as charge as well spin heat engine with better performance characteristics like high efficiency than many other systems operating as charge as well as spin heat engines. In our system additionally though strain and magnetic impurity are present, since it is a two terminal system none of them breaks TR symmetry, so our system can act as both heat engine as well as refrigerator. In Table 1 we compare η(P max ch ), η(P max sp ), P max ch , P max sp , ZT | ch and ZT | sp and the maximum charge power generated in 1cm 2 area in our graphene QSHE with some other related works, which can work both as a charge and spin QHE. We see that our model system has excellent characteristics compared to other works. We see that the maximum charge and spin thermoelectric figure of merit ZT | ch/sp achieved in our model is more than most of the other works, see Refs. [8, 9] . Although the model spin heat engine of Ref. [2] , has a larger ZT | ch it has but a smaller ZT | sp . As efficiency η max ch/sp is proportional to the ZT | ch/sp , a large ZT | ch/sp leads to a large efficiency η max ch/sp (not shown in Table 1 ). From Ref. [8] we have calculated the P max ch to be 0.09(K B ∆T ) 2 and η(P max ch ) to be 0.06η c for charge based heat engine and thus they are smaller than what is obtained for our graphene QSHE. In Ref. [2] only ZT | ch/sp is calculated but P max ch and η(P max ch ) are missing. In Ref. [9] , a large value for the maximum charge power P max ch is obtained more than that seen in our model, although, η(P max ch ) is comparable to our's. The reason for this is explained below. The maximum charge power P max ch observed in our system is greater than that in Ref. [8] but less than that of Ref. [9] . Although the maximum charge power generated in Ref. [9] is larger than that generated in our graphene QSHE, however, the system dimensions of the quantum heat engine(QHE) of Ref. [9] are much larger than ours too. In our case, the area of our graphene QSHE is 1200nm 2 with dimensions used in plot for maximum charge power (Fig. 9 )-length L ∼ 60nm while width W ∼ 20nm, however in Ref. [9] the area of their QHE system is 8316nm 2 with dimensions of length L ∼ 1350nm and width W ∼ 6.16nm making the area of the QHE of Ref. [9] around 7 times larger then our graphene QSHE. Thus, if a 1cm 2 area is fabricated with these small quantum heat engines then for those systems whose dimensions are small, more can be fitted in this area and more the charge power generated. We have found that under these circumstances the total charge power generated in our system is twice that of Ref. 9, see Table 1 . The maximum spin power obtained in our graphene QSHE is not discussed in any other QHE before. The efficiency at maximum power for charge is also unique to our work on graphene QSHE. Further, the efficiency at maximum power for spin too is exclusive to this work on graphene QSHE. In addition, we have also calculated power and efficiency for our graphene based quantum spin heat engine(QSHE), which is absent in Ref. 9 . The spin power generated in our QSHE can also be converted to charge power by using a suitable method, like inverse spin Hall effect or spin valve method [2] . The graphene QSHE shown in this work not only displays excellent characteristics as a charge/spin QHE, it also doubles up as a charge/spin refrigerator with high coefficient of performance. Finally, our device can generate a pure spin current too.
